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The Ultimate Project Management Process Map is the first and only comprehensive diagram that details all of the
project management components using the recently updated PMBOKÂ® Guide Fifth Edition.

That document was to some extent based on earlier work that began with a white paper published in called the
"Ethics, Standards, and Accreditation Committee Final Report. The Fourth edition was published in The Fifth
Edition was released in Processes overlap and interact throughout a project or its various phases. Inputs
documents, plans, designs, etc. Tools and Techniques mechanisms applied to inputs Outputs documents,
plans, designs, etc. A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge â€” Sixth Edition provides
guidelines for managing individual projects and defines project management related concepts. It also describes
the project management life cycle and its related processes, as well as the project life cycle. The PMBOK as
described in the Guide recognizes 49 processes that fall into five basic process groups and ten knowledge
areas that are typical of most projects, most of the time. Process groups[ edit ] The five process groups are:
Those processes required to establish the scope of the project, refine the objectives, and define the course of
action required to attain the objectives that the project was undertaken to achieve. Those processes performed
to complete the work defined in the project management plan to satisfy the project specifications Monitoring
and Controlling: Those processes required to track, review, and regulate the progress and performance of the
project; identify any areas in which changes to the plan are required; and initiate the corresponding changes.
Those processes performed to finalize all activities across all Process Groups to formally close the project or
phase. Knowledge areas[ edit ] The ten knowledge areas, each of which contains some or all of the project
management processes, are: Each of the ten knowledge areas contains the processes that need to be
accomplished within its discipline in order to achieve effective project management. Each of these processes
also falls into one of the five process groups, creating a matrix structure such that every process can be related
to one knowledge area and one process group. Extensions[ edit ] While the PMBOK Guide is meant to offer a
general guide to manage most projects most of the time, there are currently three official extensions: One
thrust of critique has come from the critical chain developers and followers e. Goldratt and Lawrence P. Leach
, [5] as opposed to critical path method adherents. A second strand of criticism originates in Lean
Construction.
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The Ultimate Project Management Process Map is the first and only comprehensive diagram that details all of the
project management components using the recently updated PMBOKÂ® Guide Fifth Edition. Follow each knowledge
area from output to input.

PMBOK pdf contains the project management framework. It has been encapsulated with the combined
knowledge of a huge number of practicing project management professionals who are members of PMI. PMI
institute is the globally present and recognized not-for profit institute for project management. PMI advocates
project management best practices and offers various foundational and practice standards pertaining to project
management. This is actually one of the most frequenyly asked questions we receive from students. Therefore,
we strongly recommend you to apply for the option including the one-year PMI membership. You can see
further details in our PMP certification cost article. You may login to pmi. Why to be a PMI member and
how? One, you want to go for PMP or CAPM certification, the other could be you are keen on understanding
the best way of executing projects. Even if you are only interested in gaining knowledge on project
management, the membership gives you access to a host of resources on PMI website ranging from
whitepapers to webinars, guides, virtual events, etc. What does it contain? PMBOK is a guide to project
management body of knowledge. Did you know PMBOK pdf is updated periodically by the volunteer
community comprising of project management professionals from world over. This means you are getting
access to the world class, global best practices. A knowledge area deals with a particular aspect of project
management. For example, Cost management covers the processes that are need to define way the cost
management is to be done, estimating the various costs in a project and creating a budget which needs to be
controlled during project implementation. Therfore, PMBOK pdf is divided into knowledge areas to
understand in depth a particular area such as cost or quality. You have in all 47 processes across the ten
knowledge areas. Each process has certain inputs which are processed using various tools and techniques to
get the desired outputs. There is an interlinking between the processes of the knowledge area and also other
knowledge areas as is seen in projects. If you are a project manager and want to know how to plan and manage
projects to ensure better success, you need to understand the framework of the PMBOK pdf. Moreover, you
will also know the language of project management as spoken globally by project managers. You will be able
to appreciate the importance of the various nuances that need to be addressed for better management of
projects. Then you must read this! Did you say yes? You can understand the various terms used by the global
project management community by referring to this section. Also, it serves as a bite-sized knowledge or a PM
nugget. If yes, you are mistaken! You start referring to it more often during your project management.
Moreover, an edition change happens because of some improvement. Therefore, it pays to keep yourself
updated by going through the updated edition. Handy resource on project management Foundation for having
the right knowledge to answer PMP and CAPM exam questions Helps you stay current on project
management practices Hence, PMBOK pdf is a bible that you need to have by your side as a project manager
to ensure you keep yourself current. A, PMP has over 25 years of project management.
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If searching for the book Ultimate Project Management Process Map PMBOK 5th Edition by True Solutions Inc in pdf
format, in that case you come on to the correct website.

Tools and Tips for preparing for the exam 1. A process is a set of activities to produce desired output. For
example, you need information from your customer representatives. For which, you have prepared questions
to interview them. Here list of customer representatives is the input, information you produced is the output
and interview is the tool for that information. During the interview, steps of preparing questions and asking
questions to selected customer representatives are the activities of transformation of customer representative
list input to the Information desired output. Now this produced information can be used as an input to other
processes to generate another output. Like, you can apply decomposition tool to create a hierarchical
breakdown of items output from the information you produced in the interview input. A systematic series of
activities directed towards causing an end result such that one or more inputs will be acted upon to create one
or more outputs 2. What are the Process Groups for? A process group is created to club processes which have
same management focus. Processes which helps in starting up project or phase. These are grouped under
Initiating process group. You need to plan many things to produce project deliverables like but not limited to
schedule, cost, quality, resources, communication, etc. Processes which helps in making a proposal of doing
something are clubbed under planning process group. Planning does not make any difference till you start
doing or executing, the processes facilitating the executing of the plan falls under executing process group.
Processes which monitor the execution of project falls under this process group. Processes which brings
completing to project or phase are grouped under closing process groups. The Project Management Process
Groups include initiating processes, planning processes, executing processes, monitoring and controlling
processes, and closing processes. Project Management Process Groups are not project phases. Another way to
group processes is to bind them by the specialized nature of work they facilitate doing. For example, those
processes working on project scope related area can be grouped under Project Scope Management knowledge
area. A process is mapped both in a process group and in a knowledge area. The process which helps you in
doing scope planning falls under planning process group, and since it is about working on the scope, we also
put it under Scope Management knowledge area. This knowledge area tells you how to bind all processes of
project management to achieve project objective, it ensures that schedule and cost plans are integrated. It
provides integrated monitoring and change management of the project. This knowledge area manages the
complete life cycle of a project from its starting till the end. This knowledge area helps you in managing
project scope. This knowledge area helps you in identifying at what point, what is happening. It also keeps
eyes on what is going as per plan and where re-planning is needed. It helps you in identifying and managing
project timelines. This knowledge area is all about money. Cost is planned for each project activities, some
money is reserved for future uncertainties and also cost is monitored during execution and when needed, cost
is re-planned to manage the variances. Processes included in this knowledge area ensures quality of project
deliverables. This also includes process improvements, quality audit, and controlling activities to achieve
customer satisfaction. Uncertainties or risks are the potential of losing value of project deliverables. Sometime
purchasing or acquiring of products are needed from the outside sources. This knowledge area includes
processes necessary to manage and control the contract from these outside parties. This knowledge area
includes processes needed in identifying project stakeholders, make and monitor them engaging to the desired
level. Tools and Tips for preparing for the exam You need a unique way of learning which supports you to
crack the exam in the first attempt. Set a target date and make a study plan to prepare for the exam. Initially,
no need to master each knowledge area, just do sufficient preparation required for a project manager. Take a
minimum of practice questions before hitting the final exam, take questions from at least three sources. Take
four full-length exams before your final exam to develop endurance. Taking practice exams will not support
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4: Project Management Mind Maps | Project Management & Leadership Champions
If you are looking for a book by True Solutions Inc Ultimate Project Management Process Map PMBOK 5th Edition in pdf
format, then you've come to the correct website.

5: www.enganchecubano.com: Customer reviews: Ultimate Project Management Process Map PMBOK 5th
mind map of pmp exam Find this Pin and more on Project Management CAPM/PMP Microsoft Project by Anderson
Consulting. Crosswind Learning in Dallas provides PMP exam prep products include books, online products including
web browser based exam simulation applications & more.
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project Ranjha Ranjha indin bollywood wedding pakistan Wedding Avid Liquid Gold New Projects Adobe Premier
Projects Highlights ULTRA GENIUS Projects Highlights EDIUS 5 Projects Highlights Wedding New Avid Gold song i
love you bodegard indin bollywood wedding pakistan Wedding Avid Liquid Gold New.

7: PMBOK PDF: How Can You Get The PMBOK PDF?
After Effects project - Ultimate Earth Zoom Toolkit Ultimate Project Management Process Map PMBOK 5th Edition Full
Online Ultimate Project.

8: PMBOK 6: The 10 Knowledge Areas & 49 Processes
The Ultimate Project Management Process Map is the first and only comprehensive diagram that details all of the
project management components using the recentlly updated PMBOKÂ® Guide Fifth Edition.

9: PMBOKÂ® Guide Sixth Edition Knowledge Areas And Process Group - iZenBridge
A Comparison of the TenStep Process to the PMBOKÂ® Guide Fifth Edition (AP1) Every project management model
has its own way of laying out the processes, procedures, best practices and templates required to successfully manage
projects.
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